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Abstract: According to Copenhagen interpretation, a quantum particle can exist in a superposition
of all possible states, out of which only one state is observed when it is measured. Interestingly, it
has been observed that interaction with the quantum particle during measurement can also affect
the outcome of the state. A scheme for interaction free measurement was proposed by Elitzur and
Vaidman [Found. Phys. 23, 987 (1993)], where they used Mach Zehnder interferometer to detect
whether a bomb is alive or dead. In 25 % of the cases they were able to detect that the bomb is alive
without exploding it. Here, we demonstrate the above experiment using quantum computing, which
can be realized in a quantum computer designing quantum circuits on it. We explicate all the cases,
including whether the bomb is alive or dead by proposing new quantum circuits and executing those
in QISKit as provided by IBM Quantum Experience platform and verify the obtained results.
Keywords: Bomb Detection; Interaction Free Measurement; Mach Zhender Interferometer; IBM
Quantum Expeience

1. Introduction
The meaning of the word “interaction-free" is that there is no interaction with an object. In case of
a bomb, it is quite obvious that explosion means interaction and no interaction means no explosion.
Classical physics unequivocally supports this argument but quantum mechanics has its own beautiful
way of disproving this. This paves the way to the Interaction Free Measurement (IFM) which has
several experimental realizations [1–10] like in novel quantum non-demolition techniques [4,11] for
improving cryptographic schemes [12,13] and even for “interaction-free" computation [14]. After
Elitzur and Vaidman (EV) IFM proposal [15] further progress in this field leads to higher efficiency
[16] Interaction free measurement. In Kwait et al. experiment [1], they used quantum Zeno effect to
achieve almost 100 % efficient scheme. Another modification of EV IFM which leads to the efficiency
of almost 100 % that has been proposed by Paul and Pavicic [17] and implemented in a laboratory by
Tsegaye et al. [4]. The basic concept in their experiment involves optical resonance cavity which is
almost transparent when empty and is almost perfect mirror when there is an object inside. Other
modifications of IFM are related to interaction free imaging [7] and interaction free measurement of
semi-transparent objects. All these experiments achieve an important practical goal of interaction free
measurement.
The IBM Quantum Experience (IBM QE) [18] is an online platform that gives users free access
to 5-qubit and 14-qubit quantum computers. It allows us to use its python-based software developer
kit to write and run quantum algorithms. It has been used in numerous quantum problems for
fast calculations and the ability to handle huge data. Unlike the conventional memory units, where
each qubit (the smallest unit of information) is represented by a microscopic dot on a microchip in a
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quantum computer, that can be both 0 and 1 at the same time. This superposition allows quantum
computers to perform operations on many values in one fell swoop instead of executing sequentially.
We use QISKit (Quantum Information Software Kit) [19] to experimentally demonstrate the detection
of bomb using the 5-qubit quantum chip, ‘ibmqx4’. The Jupyter Notebook App [20] is used here to
write the programs which contains both computer code (e.g. python) and rich text elements such as
paragraph, equations, figures, links etc to make user friendly. Several quantum computational tasks
have been performed using IBM quantum experience platform such as quantum machine learning
[21,22], quantum simulation [23–28], quantum error correction [29–32], quantum cryptography [33,34],
quantum information theory [35–37], quantum algorithms [38,39], quantum optimization problems
[40], quantum games [41–43], designing quantum communication devices [44,45].
Here, we experimentally realize the above experiment using the IBM QE platform. We propose
new quantum circuits and design those using QISKit to demonstrate the scheme of Elitzur and
Vaidman Interaction Free Measurement. We exploit the use and application of a quantum computer
which can be utilized to illustrate experiments that have been performed using other architectures such
as Michelson Interferometer or other optical setups. Similar works have already been done [34,44]
where a quantum computer has been used to show its future application even if no experimental
architectures are easily available to a researcher.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the scheme of Elitzur
and Vaidman Interaction Free Measurement (EV IFM). Section 3 discusses about the operations used
in the quantum circuit for the proposed experiment. In Section 4, we elaborate the quantum circuits
for Elitzur and viadman model for IFM. Sections 5 and 6 introduce the cases when the bomb is live
and dead respectively. Finally, we conclude in Section 7 and discuss about the future direction of the
present work.
2. Scheme of Elitzur and Vaidman Interaction Free Measurement (EV IFM)
The Elitzur and Vaidman Interaction Free Measurement (EV IFM) is based on the historical
single-photon interference experiments using Mach Zehnder interferometer. As per this setup in Fig.
3, a quantum test particle (here it is photon that can take either horizontal or vertical path) reaches the
beam splitter BS1 which has transmission coefficient 1/2 and reflection coefficient 1/2. The transmitted
and reflected parts of the particle wave are then reflected by the mirrors (M1 and M2) and finally
recombine at another beam splitter BS2 with transmission and reflection coefficient 1/2. Two detectors
are positioned to detect the particle after it passes through BS2. The positions of the beam splitters and
the mirrors are arranged in such a way that (because of destructive interference) the particle is never
detected by any one of the detectors (say D2), in case the particle chooses the vertical path. To detect a
bomb this interferometer is designed in such a way that one of the two routes of the particle contains
the bomb (the bomb here is an object which is quantum particle sensitive object i.e., it explodes when
the particle interacts with it). There are three possible outcomes of this measurement: (i) explosion; (ii)
detector D1 clicks; (iii) detector D2 clicks. The probabilities of the three outcomes are 1/2, 1/4 and 1/4
respectively. In case the particle chooses the vertical path then clicking of detector D1 does not tell
anything about the presence or absence of bomb since it clicks when the bomb is not there or in case of
dead bomb and also has the clicking probability of 25 % when the bomb is present. Explosion is an
obvious method to know the presence of bomb but since it involves interaction of particle and bomb it
comes out to be unnecessary to consider. The remaining 25 % is the most useful of all. It is the case
when D2 clicks, the goal is achieved: we know that the object is inside the interferometer and it did
not explode. The EV method allows finding sensitivity of bomb without exploding it with certainty.
The bomb might explode in the process, but there is at least a probability of 25 % to detect the bomb
without the explosion. Here “Certainty" makes sure the existence of the bomb inside the interferometer
when the detector D2 clicks, i.e., the process is successful. The above process is explained considering
the input of photon in the vertical direction. If the input path is taken horizontal then clicking of D1
will announce the presence of bomb.
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Figure 1. Quantum circuit illustrating the scheme for the bomb detection in the quantum computer.
The different coloured parts represent different components of the experimental setup in terms of
various gates. The absence of sky blue coloured box implies that the photon is directed from vertical
direction while its presence implies that it is directed from horizontal direction. Pink coloured part
represents bomb effect part, Violet coloured box represents beam splitter 1 (BS1), green box represents
beam splitter 2 (BS2) and Yellow boxes are measurement boxes. The presence of brown box tells that
the bomb is present.

3. Quantum Gates used in the experiment
The beam splitter BS1 and beam splitter BS2 in the Figs. 3, 6, 9, and 12 are defined by U3 operation.
The mirrors M1 and M2 in the Figs. 3, 6, 9, and 12 are composed of sequential operation of X, Y, Z and
†
X gates. The operations for the effect of bomb part are U3, H, S† , T , U3† , S and T, whose matrix forms
are explicitly
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4. Quantum circuit for interaction free measurement
The scheme in Fig. 1 shows the setup for the quantum bomb detection with various colours
representing various parts of the interferometer. We take three qubits, q0 , q1 and an0 , where the first
two qubits (q0 and q1 ) represent the state of the photon and the third qubit, an0 signifies whether
the bomb is there or not. If there is X gate on the qubit q0 shown by light blue colour decides which
direction the photon chooses whether horizontal or vertical, i.e., if the state of the first two qubits is
|10i, it denotes horizontal direction of the photon, if the state is |00i, it denotes the vertical direction
of the photon. In a similar way, the X gate on the qubit an0 shown by brown colour decides whether
the bomb is alive or dead, i.e., the presence or absence of bomb. Here the absence of an active bomb
is shown by |0i state and the presence of an active bomb by |1i state. The violet colour represents
the beam splitter BS1 and the green colour represents the beam splitter BS2 which are the U3 gate
with the parameters θ, φ and λ as π/2, π/2 and -π/2 respectively. The mirrors M1 and M2 shown
by orange colour combinedly consist of the Y, X, Z, X gates and the pink coloured part consists of
controlled-U3 on the qubit q0 , controlled-H, S† , H, T † on the qubit q1 , controlled-H on the qubit q0
then a controlled-not-controlled on the qubit q1 , controlled-U3† on the qubit q0 and T, H, S on the qubit
q1 which acts as the effect of bomb. The yellow boxes are there for measurement and calculation of
result in the form of probabilities as shown in Figs. 4, 7, 10, and 13. It is to be carefully noted that the
operations of the bomb effect part act only when live bomb is there.
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Figure 3. Quantum circuit for the case when the bomb is not alive and the input is from vertical
direction. As it can be seen, there is no X gate on the qubit q0 , hence the state of the qubits q0 and q1
is in |00i state, that implies the vertical direction of the photon. The qubit an0 is in |0i state, which
signifies there is no bomb in the path or the bomb is dead. Hence the part of bomb effect, i.e., the
controlled operations from the qubit an0 to the first two qubits q0 and q1 would have no effect.

5. CASE-1: No bomb or dead bomb
When the input of photon is from vertical direction

Figure 2. Setup when the bomb is not alive and the photon input is from vertical direction. In this case
D1 will click and D2 will not. Constructive interference will occur at D1 while destructive interference
at D2.

Here if no bomb is there then the states of the photon superpose with each other constructively
and destructively at respective detectors (depending on the direction of input of the photon). And if
the bomb is dead then also superposition occurs because it (the photon-sensitive bomb) allows the
photon to pass through it without any disturbance. The input photon is from vertical direction (by
convention discussed in scheme in the Section 4), which is taken to be |00i state as shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, as there is no bomb, the state of the whole system is given as |000i. On passing the photon
(|0i+
√ i |1i) |00i. As it passes through
through BS1 i.e. applying the U3 gate on the first qubit q0 we get
M1, M2 and bomb effect part we get

(−|0√
i+i |1i)
|00i.
2

2

On passing the photon through BS2 i.e., applying

the U3 gate on the first qubit q0 we get - |000i state. From the final result, it is observed that, the state
of the photon at the end is found to be |00i state, which means it will be detected at the detector D1.
The detailed calculation can be found in Appendix Section A.1.1. From the histogram (Fig. 4), it can be
seen that the probability of |00i is 1, which confirms the theoretical prediction.
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Figure 4. Histogram for the case when the input is from vertical direction and only D1 clicks, i.e., the
probability of |00i is 1.

When direction of input photon is horizontal
The input of photon is from horizontal direction (by convention), which is taken to be |10i as
shown in Fig. 5. As the photon is in the horizontal direction and the bomb is dead, the state of the
whole system is given as |100i. On passing the photon through BS1 i.e. applying the U3 gate on
(|1i+
√ i |0i) |00i. As it passes through M1, M2 and bomb effect part we get,
the first qubit q0 we get,
(−|1√
i+i |0i)
|00i.
2

2

On passing the photon through BS2 i.e. applying the U3 gate on the first qubit q0 we

get, - |100i. The final state of the photon is calculated to be |10i, which implies the photon will be
detected at the detector D2. The histogram showing the probability of |10i is illustrated in the Fig. 7,
that confirms the expected result. The detailed calculation of the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 6 can
be found in Appendix Section A.1.2. The optical setup depicting the above scenario is presented in the
Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Setup for the cases when the bomb is not alive and the input is from horizontal direction. In
this case D2 will click and D1 will not click. Constructive interference will occur at D2 while destructive
interference at D1.

6. CASE-2: When the bomb is there
When the input photon is from vertical direction
The input of photon is from vertical direction (by convention), which is taken to be |00i state
as shown in Fig. 8. As the bomb is there and the photon is from vertical direction, the state of
the whole system is |001i. On passing the photon through BS1 i.e. applying the U3 gate on the
(|0i+
√ i |1i) |01i. On applying the mirrors M1, M2 and bomb effect part we get,
first qubit q0 we get,
√

√

2

01i
10i
− (1−i 2)|001i+(i− √2)|101i+|011i−i|111i . The resultant state on applying BS2 is − |00i+|
− |√
|1i. The
2
2 2
2
detailed calculation is available in Appendix Section A.2.1. As it can be seen, the final state of the photon
is the superposition of |00i, |01i and |10i with probabilities (Fig. 10) 0.25, 0.25 and 0.5 respectively,
which represent the detection of photon at the detectors D1, D2 with 0.25 and 0.25 probabilities. It is
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Figure 6. Quantum circuit for the cases when the bomb is not alive and the input is from horizontal
direction. X gate is applied on the qubit q0 to denote the horizontal direction of the photon and the
qubit an0 in state |0i represents the absence of the bomb.

Figure 7. Histogram for the cases when the input is from horizontal direction, bomb is not alive then
D2 clicks.

Figure 8. Quantum circuit illustrating the case when the bomb is alive and the input photon is from
vertical direction. X gate is applied and on the qubit an0 to signify the presence of the bomb.
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Figure 9. Setup for the cases when the bomb is alive and the input is from vertical direction. If the
photon chooses lower path then explosion will occur (50 % of the cases) and when it chooses the upper
path either of the detector (D1 or D2) clicks with 25-25 % probability.

Figure 10. Histogram for the case when the bomb is alive and the input photon is from horizontal
direction. The outcome’s digit should be read from upper to lower i.e., the first, second and third bars
of histogram represent the outcomes as |00i, |10i, |01i respectively.

observed that the photon with 0.5 probability, is not detected anywhere, which is denoted by the state
|10i state.
When input photon is from horizontal direction

Figure 12. Setup for the case when the bomb is alive and input is from horizontal direction. If the
photon chooses lower path then explosion will occur (50 % of the cases) and when it chooses the upper
path either of the detector (D1 or D2) clicks with 25-25 % probability.

The input of photon (from horizontal direction) is taken to be |10i state as shown in Fig. 11 and
due to the presence of bomb, the state of the whole system is |101i. On passing the photon through BS1
(|1i+
√ i |0i) |01i. On applying the mirrors M1, M2
i.e., applying the U3 gate on the first qubit q0 we get
and bomb effect part we get,
BS2 is

01i
− |00i+|
2

+

|√
10i
|1i.
2

2
√
√
(1+i 2)|001i+(i + √
2)|101i+|011i−i |111i
−
.
2 2

The resultant state after applying

The detailed calculation is provided in the Appendix Section A.2.2. The

result can be verified from the histograms presented in Fig. 13, where the probabilities of |00i, |01i and
|10i are 0.25, 0.25 and 0.5 respectively. The outcomes |00i and |01i with each 0.25 probability represent
the detection of the photon at the two detectors D1 and D2. The outcome |10i with 0.5 probability
means the bomb will explode in 50 % of the cases.
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Figure 11. Quantum circuit illustrating the case when the bomb is alive and the input is from horizontal
direction. X gates are applied on the qubits q0 and an0 to represent the horizntal direction of the photon
and the presence of bomb respectively.

Figure 13. Histogram for the case when the bomb is alive and input is from vertical direction. As
mentioned earlier, the outcomes from first to third are to be read as |00i, |10i, |01i respectively.
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7. Conclusions
To conclude, we have experimentally demonstrated here the realization of the EV IFM experiment
as proposed by Elitzur and Vaidman [15] using quantum computation [46]. We have proposed new
quantum circuits by designing them on the 5-qubit quantum chip, “ibmqx4" using QISKit as provided
by IBM QE. We have then run the quantum circuits for different cases and verified the experimental
results. It is observed that we can tell certainly that the bomb is alive in 25 % cases without exploding
it. The term “IFM" needs to be clarified here, as we cannot say in all the cases whether the bomb is
alive or dead with certainty because there is 50 % probability that the bomb will explode (i.e., the
observer is interacting with the system) when it is alive. Also out of the rest 50 % cases, in 25 % of the
cases we do not know if the bomb is live or dead. In the near future, the present work can be extended
to demonstrate the Kwait et al. experiment [1] using quantum computation which can achieve IFM
with almost 100 % efficiency.
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Appendix A. Equations involved in mirrors M1 and M2
Appendix A.1. When the bomb is absent
Appendix A.1.1. Path is vertical
On applying operations of mirrors and bomb effect part one by one we get
(|0i+√
i |1i)|00i
a. Y gate on q0 →
2

b. X gate on q0 →

(|1i+√
i |0i)|00i
2

c. Z gate on q0 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

d. X gate on q0 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

e. Controlled U3 gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

f. Controlled H gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

g. Controlled H gate on q1 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

h. S† gate on q1 →
i. H gate on q1 →
j. T+ gate on q1 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

(−|0i+i |1i)(|
√ 0i+|1i)|0i
2
(i |10i+(i +1)(|11i−|
√ 00i−(1−i )|01i)|0i
2 2
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k. Controlled not Controlled gate on q1 only if an0 & q0 are |1i → (i |10i +
(1−√
i )|01i |0i
)2
2

l. Controlled U3† gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i → (i |10i +
m. T gate on q1 →

(−|0i+i |1i)(|0i+|1i)|0i
2

n. H gate on q1 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

o. S gate on q1 →

(i +√
1)|11i
2

− |00i −

(i +√
1)|11i
2

− |00i −

(1−√
i )|01i |0i
)2
2

(|0i+√
i |1i)|00i
2

Appendix A.1.2. when the direction is horizontal
On applying the operations of mirrors and bomb effect part one by one we get
a. Y gate on q0 →

(−|1i−√i |0i)|00i
2

b. X gate on q0 →

(|0i−√
i |1i)|00i
2

c. Z gate on q0 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|00i
2

d. X gate on q0 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

e. Controlled U3 gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

f. Controlled H gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

g. Controlled H gate on q1 only if an0 is |1i →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

h. S† gate on q1 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

i. H gate on q1 →

(−|1i+i |0i)(|
√ 0i+|1i)|0i
2

j. T † gate on q1 →

(i |00i+(i +1)(|01i−|
√ 10i−(1−i )|11i)|0i
2 2

k. Controlled not Controlled gate on q1 only if an0 & q0 are |1i → (i |00i +
(1−√
i )|11i |0i
)2
2

m. T gate on q1 →

(−|1i+i |0i)(|0i+|1i)|0i
2

n. H gate on q1 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

o. S gate on q1 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|00i
2

(i +√
1)|01i
2

− |10i −
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Appendix A.2. when the bomb is present
Appendix A.2.1. Path is vertical
On applying operations for mirror and bomb effect part one by one we get
a. Y gate on q0 →

(|0i+√
i |1i)|01i
2

b. X gate on q0 →

(|1i+√
i |0i)|01i
2

c. Z gate on q0 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|01i
2

d. X gate on q0 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|01i
2

e. Controlled U3 gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i → −|001i
f. Controlled H gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i →

(|0i+|
√1i)|01i
2

g. Controlled H gate on q1 only if an0 is |1i → −
h. S+ gate on q1 → −

(|0i+|1i)(|0i+|1i)|1i
2

(|001i−i |011i+|101i−i |111i)
2

(1−i )|001i+(1+i )|011i+(
√ 1−i )|101i+(1+i )|111i
2 2
√
√
√ 1−i )|101i+ 2|111i
− (1−i)|001i+ 2|011i+(
2 2

i. H gate on q1 → −
j. T+ gate on q1 →
k.

Controlled

not

Controlled

√
√
√ 1−i )|111i+ 2|101i
− (1−i)|001i+ 2|011i+(
2 2

l. T gate on q1 → −

on

q1

only

if

an0

&

q0

√
√
(1−i )|001i+(1+i )|011
√i+ 2|101i+ 2|111i )
2 2

m. H gate on q1 → −
n. S gate on q1 →

gate

|001i
2

−|001i
2

+

+

i |011i
2

|011i
2

−

−

|101
√ i
2

|101
√ i
2

Appendix A.2.2. Path is horizontal
On applying the operations of mirrors and bomb effect part one by one we get
a. Y gate on q0 →

(−|1i−√i |0i)|01i
2

b. X gate on q0 →

(−|0i−√i |1i)|01i
2

c. Z gate on q0 →

(−|0i+√i |1i)|01i
2

d. X gate on q0 →

(−|1i+√i |0i)|01i
2

e. Controlled U3 gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i → −|101i

are

|1i

→
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f. Controlled H gate on q0 only if an0 is |1i → −

(|0i−|
√1i)|01i
2

g. Controlled H gate on q1 only if an0 is |1i → −
h. S+ gate on q1 → −

(|0i−|1i)(|0i+|1i)|1i
2

|001i−i |011i−|101i+i |111i
2

(1−i )|001i+(1+i )|011i−(
√ 1−i )|101i−(1+i )|111i
2 2
√
√
√ 1−i )|101i− 2|111i
− (1−i)|001i+ 2|011i−(
2 2

i. H gate on q1 → −
j. T+ gate on q1 →
k.
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+
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